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An unusual Griffin and Dragon pair supporting the arms of Lord Kilmuir. Evidently
Scottish, it would be good to know the identity of the artist.
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A China “nine-dragon charger” from China

The College of Dracology
for the Study of Fabulous Beasts
St Francis of Assisi (1181-1226) founded the order of Franciscan friars, and is often
depicted preaching to birds or animals. Although in his day there were still many
who believed that Unicorns actually existed, I have yet to see one in a picture with
him. His main feast day falls on 4th October, though Franciscans celebrate him on
many other days.
The picture on the cover shows a ceramic treasure which is coming up for sale at an
auction, and is expected to fetch up to five million dollars. It is dated from the
Yongzheng dynasty (1723-35) and the other four dragons are on the outer or under
side. This will be the first time that Sotheby’s Beijing branch has held an auction in
China.
And while we are on Chinese dragons, here are some that have appeared on a new
issue of postage stamps from China.
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Brian Wright sent pictures of
a War Memorial at Exeter
(detail, right) of which he
writes, “Located in
Northernhay Park near the
centre of Exeter, it consists of
a column of Devon granite
surrounded by four life size
figures [one] on each side
representing a soldier, a
sailor, a V.A.D.nurse and a
prisoner of war. On top is a
large bronze figure of peace,
holding olive branches in one
hand and a sword in the other,
standing on a very subdued
dragon representing
Germany.” I thought the
dragon worthy of a place in
our pages.
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JOURNAL SCAN

A JADE DRAGON

The Heraldic Craftsman No 80 Sept 2012 has the Sea Lion and Sea Dog supporting
the superbly carved arms of the General Council of British Shipping (granted 1979)
on the cover, which we had on the cover of No 106, December 2008.
The Heraldry Gazette No 125 Sept 2012 (it actually puts No 124, but that was the
June one!) has the usual scattering of Unicorns – I counted nine – and pictures of
“Two Unusual Heraldic Monsters,” the Pegasus by Damien Hurst at Chatsworth and
a huge topiary Dragon in Winnipeg.
CORRESPONDENCE
Richard d’Apice sent this interesting picture (below) with the comment “Not quite
heraldic but
certainly
monstrous.”
Perhaps a
sister for
Cerberus?

This exquisite pendant from the 2nd century BC, the Western Han Dynasty, was
unearthed at a Shizishan site during the excavations in 1994-95, and represents the
type of serpentine creature from which all Chinese dragons are derived. As yet it has
no horns, no whiskers and no legs, each of which it is said took a thousand years to
develop. Thanks to David Vaudrey who spotted it and sent it in.
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A FABULOUS PROFIT

The curious Profit creature has been seen in a number of world-wide settings, being
pursued by entrepreneurial hunters, but this is the first time we have seen its mythical
counterparts, and must congratulate Artemis on their imaginative innovation.
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